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is not denumerabli.
b) Prove that cn,, = c

Q2 a)= P'or *
{i) " 

(F + y): aB + ay (ii) If q SB, then ay s py
tr)'If'4 and B are sirnilar well-orclered set then rrro* ihat there exists only onesitnitarity mappirtg of A onto B. 

lr^rLr L^rvr -^-./
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a) Prorre that L,eo-esgue outer measrlre
b) Let [8"] be a decreasing seQlrcnt:e

tlrat m(nf , Ei) ' m(nf=r f n) :
a)

lr)

L,et A be Lebesgue

li c. A such that E

f)eli rre LP -Spaces.

rneasurable
is not Lebesl

Prove that f

Q7 a) If {,[r] is a sequence of extended

domair:, then show that Infrr.ry f
b) L.et f be an extended real-vilued

is Borel furrctio'n if apcl only if fo
Itr.Tf dtil

tlrat f is ureasurable fuirctiorr ant

Ilvaluate Lctresglre integrat of f
.---j-:.* #

Stat.e and prove l)onrinated Co

It "f and g atc nolr-negative ml

a)

b)

fof + Irs

SBCTION 2
----srlre is a translation invariant,

rnl:e ol-meastrrable sets ancl nr(81) ( m, then show

,) = liffin-,* ffi( E)

:---:--l-t

t0

t0

set with m(.A) > 0, Tlien show that there exists

gue measurable.

(x) = + belongs to t1[0,8] but cloes not belong to

t0

10

ed real- valued measurable function with satne

rfi it measurable for each ir.

ld frrnction defined on Borel set D. Then: sholv thal f
for each open set V e tR,,f -'(7) is a Boret set.

t0

10

red on [a,b] which is Riernan integrable. Then show

crR tlr:llr
'(x) : *on[-1,1]

10

10

nvergeuce Ther.lrem.

easurable flinctions on E, ttren show that [, f * g *
10

10
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,ekcting at least TWO questionsfrom esch Section,

Q. No Marks

Section-[

1(a) : t-tse fagrarrge's.meihod to find the complote integral for the first order

linear PDE xZ* *:yz, = z.

10.

Find the integral surfac.e of the quasilinear PDE

(y'-z')z*-xyzy= xz containingthecurve x=)/ = z, x)0'
10

2(a) Show that

pF(q; F;x) - pF(a - I"; {l; x) * xF(a; F + I; x)

10

2(b) Find the general solution of the inhomogeneous linear second order PDE

(o' - D'' - zo + zo')z - ex-ZY.

10

3(a) Use the method of Frobenius to obtain two linearly independent series

solutions about the regular singular point xs = 0 of the DE

xy" +(l=x)y'-!=0.

10

3(b) Find the general solution of the ODE

y" + Zxy 0

10

4(r) Determine the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the system
y" + Ay - 0 with the bound ary conditions

10

{(t ) : Find,tlie steaci;;,.*;]il"" oi the eciiiatioii

subject to the conditions

I rniru

s(a) Derive the one dimensional heat equation through conduction of heat in a
cylinder of finite length.

10

s(b) Show that

Jz t/zb) + J'-'t/z(x) = *

10

P.T.0.



Section-II

6(a) State and prove fundarnental theorem of calculus of variation. 10

6(b) Find the Green,'s function for the boundary value problern

LL" + lu = 0, u(01 - u(1) , u',(0) = .u', (1).

10

7 (a) Find the Fourier sine transform of the function

f (x) = xe'ax '

10

7(b) Find the extremal of the function
tt /Z'

| (y'2 + z'2 * lyz)a*
0

where the bound ary conditions are
y(0) = 0, y(rt / 2) = !, z(0) = 0, zQr / Z) =:1.

10

8(a) Solve by using Fourier transforrn method

A*, = A At?, 
u(x,O) = p(x), ut(x, 0) = q(x) end us > 0

and 1t,ux -) 0 as x i *oo.

10

8(b) If /(x) is piecewise' smooth and absolutely integrable function then
lim1r1-- F(k) = g.

10

e(a) Solve the DE by Laplace transform

y"(!) * ty'(t) - y(t) =
rnethod

o, Y(o)

10

e(b) Solve the problem by using Laplace transforrn method

u(O,f) = f (t) and limr- @'u(x, t) : 0.

10
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Subjecfi Mathematics Paper: III (Numerical Analysis)

NOTE: Attempt FIW questions in all selecting at least TWO questionsfrom each Section.

Q1
Section I

a) state and prove Newton Raphson method to find an approximate root of the non-linear
. . equation /(x) _- o. -- -rr
b) Prove that Newton Raphson method is a quadratica[y convergent method.c) 

)vrite an algorithrnfoiNgwtqn Raphson rnethod to find an approximate root of the non-

a a l aoa ooaaooaaooa o t oo-
o'
o'

.... :oa oo oootooot oato. oo t a o

Time: 3 Hrs. Marks: 100

Q2.
a) Find the root correct to three decimar piaces between 0 and 14t : 0, using a numerical technique.
b) Apply Runge Kutta method of order two on ff = Sin(xu),

u(0,3).

Q3

(0s+07+08)

of the equation L * cos t -
Llo : 0.1, h - 0.1_ to find

a)

b)
!v!te an algorithm for Heun's method for the solution of initial value problem.
Solve the fotlowing linear system by 

? tf;;;ili;;;rs Dootittre,s method

,,= (l i tr) 
*u'= (_,.)

(10+10)

(10+10)

l"]": #.: r'+ y2 + 2 usingMilne'smethodforx = 0.4. Thevaluesforr = o.L,o.z,
0'3 should be obtained by Taylor's series method of order two.

P.T.o.

Q4

Q5. (20)
a) Use a numerical technique, find five approximations to the following system of equhtions:LLx*Zy*z :IS, x*L}y*Zz=L6, Zx*3y_gz=Lb) Define dominant eigenvalu" uta ao,nir,unt 

"ig"nu;;rs. Use the Rayleigh quotient tocompute the eigenvalue 2 of A corresponding tJthe eigenvector r.

o = (!, :n ;,),, = 13)\_; _; ; ),* - \l/
(10+10)



Q6.

x -2 0 3 4

f (x) 25 I -20 -23

Q7.
Derive 9 points Simpson's Rule. Apply 9 points

7t

[1 tan#>ax. Also find the absolute error.
4

,

a) From the values in the table given below, find the value of Sec3lo using numerical
differentiation

0o 31 32 33 34

tanA 0.6009 0.6249 0.6494 0.67 45

a)

b)

Section II
Write an algorithm for Weddle's Rule to approximate the integral of f (x) over the interval
[a, b] using n subintervals.
Using the followi.ng data, apply Lagrange's formula to find an approximate polynomial
and f (2).

(10+10)
:

Sim.Rson's Rule to approximate

Q8.

b) F'ind aNewton polynomial matching the following datapoints:
(-2,-6), (-1,0), (1,0), (2,6),

Qe.
a) Define difference operators. Prove that AV: VA- A - Y= 62
b) Define difference equation. Solve:

!*z - 9Yr*r * 20Yt: 4t(tz + 1)

(4,60)

(20)

(10+10)

(10 + 10)
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Q.1 (a)

(b)

Q.2
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NOTE: Afrempt any FIW questions selecfing at least TWO questionslrom each section.
All questions carry equal marks.

StrCTIOI\-I

(i) Let A and B be two not-nrutually exclusive events. If C is any other non-
empty, -uiven event, then prove the following conditional prtbability,

P(Au B/c): P(A/c) + P(B/c) - P(An B/c)
(1t) If 'A apd B ar.e mutually exclusive and P (C) + 0, then show. tJrat the
above conditional, probability call be reduced as,

What is the probability that a positive integer selected at random from first
200 positive integers is divisible by either 8 or 12 or 14?

Show that fbr a very large value of //, the Hypergeometric distribution tends
to the Binonrial distriburtion

(10)

( 10)

( 10)

( 10)

(r0)

( 10)

(b)

(a)

(a)

(b)

Wlrat is tlre probability that a fifth
[-low ntany ro[[s should we expect

six wi Il first appeal' ot1 the elevetrth roll?
to olrtain sevetl sixes .

__l(r0) 
i

Prove that if Xancl I'are indeperrderrt Ganrma variates, with parameters / and

riz respcctively. then * ,r tr {} y(L,lrr) variate.

Find tl-re lnean ancl the variance of a random var:iable Z, where Z assumes the
values of absolute differences of the upper faces of two dices one of which is
green and the other is red. Further, i1'green is labelled by X and red is
labelled by Y, then find (i) P(X + f > 13) (ii) P(X + y < B)

Q.4 Prove that the Nonnal distr:ibution is synrmetrical. Ttrat is. mean, mode and
meclia t1 are eo Lral .

(b)

(a)

In a Statistics class test, the rnarks obtained were normally
Irlettn oF66 and a standal'd deviation of it. \\/hat proportion
be expected to score between 5 8 and 72 points? Flor,v many
take 1or 77% marl(s o1'the overall class?

distributed with a
ol'the class vvould
scores witl it

P.T.O.

Marks



SE,CTTON-II

Q.5 Define partial correlation coefficients and establish Trz3_ J-, then(a)

(b)

Q.6 (a)

(b)

Q.7

lir

(as the ntcan point) can

Given th

f(r ,t) =

I qnd 0 < y <l

1_*

Lttt ite their lbrmulas' Prove

that the standard ecluation of the regression plane passing tlrrough tl"re origin

( 10)

(10)

(10)

(1 0)

(10)

(r0)

be n,rifterr as 
-"' 

- (ry) '' ' 't'13 
- t"tzrzt ' 

x-r

s'r l-,^rr- ;-( 1-rt'? 'q

+a.v /br 0<x<
e l,\'ew het'e

:joint

f o*'
{o

l-tv /x ia)

int probability den

[tow, /br o.
-1

f o el,;ev,l

: probability densit

l1'Xerr
2 and

rction t

rty s
x<"
Trte

fun

1X

t gr'

yl

ISI

he

tv

(a)

I ttind ancl LLx / y,

Find the moment generating function of random variableX whose moments

abourt origin are given by p, =2'' (r +1)l

I1 the jo

/Q, s,)

rd I'is given by
o< y<2

.l

I

I

Find the of Yt: XY, Y, - f +l'

Find the moment generating function of Unitbrm distribution and discuss its

coetTiceients of skewness ancl kurtosis.

llstablish the probability fiurction for Xz -distriburtion.

(lr) Establish the probability l'Lrnction lbr.F--clistribution. Also fincl its Mode.

-clistribr-ttion.

(b) Prove that all even order moments about or:igin of /tdistribirtion with n

degree of fi'eedom is given by
I

n!'r(r+ llrtl -rl' 2"2
--.-,1rraly _-

'2', '2'.
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Q1.

NOTE: Attempt any FIVE questions by selecting atleast TWO from each section.

Section I

write a prograrn to find the smallest element in an array of twenty elements using
F'unction Subprogram.rprugrarrr. 

(10)
a) Write-a program to find the complex roots of a quadratic equation.
b) Write a FORTRAN expression corresponding to the following Mathematical

expression:

tl x' + Sinx * rx) 
+e'

@
(05+0s)

Qs. Define loops, a*ays and Format in FORTRAN programming. (10)
Q4' Write aprogram to find the area of atriangle when two sides and angle between them are

given, using Subroutine Subprogram,

(10)

Section II
lorQ5' write a program to find the value of the foilowing integrat 
'[1 

using Trapezoidar Rule.-4x

compare the approximate value with the exact value; find the absolute eror and relative

Q2.

Q6.

Q7.

error.

Write a program to solve the following system of equations using Jacobi iterative
method:

8x-3y+22 =20, 4x+rry-z =33, 6x+3y+rzz=35 (10)

From the following table write a program to find -f(o.s) using Lagrange interpolating

formula.

(l 0)

P.T.O.



x -1 0 2 3

f (x) -l 0 8 27

Table

Q9. Write the Mathernatica statements for the following:

Q8. Write a prog.ram to solve the following systern of differential equation by Runge Kutta
.t

method of order two:

dv 2x ,,^\

;= y-+,y(0)-1, overthe interval [orz] .

(10)

(10)

1. Evaluate4(lonr*"\
dx \ ''ir )'

I

2. Evaluate tsecxdx
0

3. Plot the graph oftanx,,sec(x), -1. *.+.
4. Find the conjugate of z = x * iy
5. Find the sum ofthe series 2+4+6+8+. .. +2n.

(10)
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NOTE: Afrempt any FIW questions by selecting atleast TlVofrom each section

sEcTloN-l Marks

Q.1 (a) Prove that a finite group whose order is divisible by a prime p contains a Sylow
p"subgroup.

(10)

(b) Let A and B be two cyclic groups

direct product of A and B is cyclic
Also, find the number of elements

of ord er n and nt, respectively. Then show that
grolrp of ord er nm if and only if gcd (n,m):l .

oforder3inagroup G = Ze@Zr.

(10)

Q.2 (a) Shovr that tlie number k of Sylow p-subgroups of a furite group G is congruent to
1 mod p:

( 10)

(b) Show that for any plime divisor p of the order n of a goup G, G has a unique
Sylow plsabglqup H if and only if H is normal in G.

( 10)

Q.3 (a) Show that the centel of a group G is a characteristic subgroup of G. ( 10)

(b) What is meant by the
G .'-,( a, b: a3 : b2 :

holomorph of a group G? Find the holomorph of the group
(ab)z - 1>.

( 10)

Q.4 (a) Let Hbe characteristic subgroup of a normal subgroup of a group G. Then prove

!ha!H is normal subgroup of G.
(B)

(b) State and'prove Orbit Stabalizer Theorem. (8)
(c) Discuss the simplicity of Aq (4)

P.T.O.



il
ie.s I

Q.8

(a)

SECTION.II

State and plove Zassenhaus Butterfly Lemma.

iass, with illustiation

subgroup of a group?

is not necessarily a

of an example.
allswer.

( 10)

( 10)

( 10)

(6)

(6)

and of (1c)

(10)

( 10)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

(a)

Is every solvable grollp also nilpotent and vice versa? Jr"rstify )'our

Show that every term fi (C)
su$groLlp of G.

in upper central series of a groLtp G is characteristic

ffi that I{ is
properly contained ,in its llorrnalizer.

Q.9

Defrrr that a normal subgroup,H of
a group G is contained in Frattini subgror"rp of G if and onl-v if Hiras no partial

corllplemeirt in G.

-

D.frr. E ;al lineal grolrp and projective linear group. Prove that general linear

i gror,p is.not simPle.

Write a note on the following:
i) General Linear Groups

of a groupRepresentation

(b),

ffiupper central series of dihedra-l_gr"rp Ot 
"f 

qrdt, .ight.

( 10)
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NOTE: Attempt aW FIW Questions selecting at least TIVO queslions frorn each section

' Section I

Q' l ' a) Let R be an integral domain, R is tJnique Factorization Domain ifand only ifR is a factorization

domain and every ireducible element is prime.

b) Prove that

R = {a + Ay'=5 : a,b e z} is not a unique Factorization Domain. 10+10

Q 2' a) Lel I be ar integral domain, p e R\{0j. Tlren p is prirnb ifand o rrty if R f,*is an.integrar domain.

b) By giving an exanrple, justify thar an irreducible element inzf^tfl rnay not be prime. l0+10

Q'3'a) Prove thatZlil, the ring of Gaussian integers, is Euclidean domain.

b) lf R is an integral domain, show that

(i) s lt if and only if rR c sR

(ii) u is a unit of R if and only if uR - R

(iii) the set of alt units of R is an abelian grcup with respect to multiptication. l0+10

Q' 4' a)Letf(x) - x3 - 2 e Q[x]. showthatthesplittingfieldof f(x) overe is K: e(VZ,V3i) ano

find [K: e].

b) If L is finite extension of K and K is a finite extension oFF, thenprove that L is finite extensionof

F'and [L: F] * [L: r(][K: [.-]. l0+t0

Q' 5' a) Let D be an integral domain, let F be a field such that F c D. suppose unity I of Ir is also unity of

D' Then D can be regarded as a vector space over F. Show that D is a field if [D:F] = finite.
b) rind theiptitting fields of the foilowing potynori,, 

"*,. A. 
- -:--- ^- '-'

i. x+ -L
ii. xa-xz-Z 

t0+10

P.T.O.



Section Il

Q. 0. a) Let M be R- module and N is a subnrodule of IvI. Then prove that the set

M

N=[x*N:xEM]
Is a left R- modute under addition and scalar muttiplication defined by

(r + il) + (y + N) = x * y * N and r(x + /V) = rx * N for all x,y e M,r e R.

b) Let M = Z@Zbe the V, -module (under component wise addition and scalar multiplication) then prove

or disprove that the following subsets of M are Z -submodules of M

i. Nr:{(m,n) e M ln-mis even}

ii. Nz: {(m,n) e M ln-mis od"d,\ l0+I0

Q. 7. a) Let M and N be two R- rnodules and f : M -+ N be an onto module hornornorphism. Then prove that

M 
-nrKerf-"

b) Let M be an R- module and N = {m € M lrm = 0, for some non zeror eR }. Show that if

R is an integral domain then lV is an R - submodule of M.

l0+10

Q.8. a) Prove that every FG - R-rirodule is a liomomorphic image of a free rnodule.

b) The submodules of the quotient module M/p ur. of the form U/p, *1l.." U is a submodule of M
cortaing N. 10+10

Q' 9' a) Let M be an R-module and let {xr,xr,... ....r"} be a finite subset of M. prove that the

following statements are equivalent:

i. every element m E M is uniquely expressed in the form x = \larixi.ii. eyat! rni is torsion free and M = Rxt@Rr2(E ..-.... (ERrr. r0+r0

b). Show that any two cyclic R- modules are isomorphic if and only if they have same order ideal.
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SECTION I
1. (u) Show that eigen vectors belonging to two

nal

(b) Write a note on wave-particle duatity.

-2. (*) Define Hermitian operator 
Srrd 

show that eigen
always real.

(b) Derive the operator equation **" : TLnn-, + *n
(10 marks)

different eigenvalues are orthogo-
(1 0 ma r:ks)

(10 marlis)

values of hermitian operators are
(10 marks)

and show that l*,*"f - nrn-Ld
&

3. (a) Find the solution of the following Schrodinger equation in three dimensional rectangular
box 

h2

' *O'rl,@, a, z) : E{(x, y, z).

gles. (10 marks)
(b) Show that the uncertainty relation A,rLp > h forces us to reject the semiclassical Bohr

model for the hydrogen atom. (10 marks)

P.T.O.



SECTION II
5. (a) For a system with an angular momentum I: L, find the eigen vaiues and eigen vectors

' ' 
of. L,Li + rut ,. (10 marks)

(b) Starting from the radial part of the Schrddinger equation, determTu.lhu scattering am-

plitude and total scattering cross-section Uy using partial wave analysis. (10 marks)

6. Explain the importance of perturbation theory. Obtain first order coirection in energy for

time.dependent non-degerre.ate perturbatio,, ih"o'y' (20 marks)

4. (a) Consider a particle incident on a potential step as shown in the figure

solution of Schrtidinger equation for (l V, > E ) Vt (ii) E > Vz.

(b) Show that the de Broglie wavelength of an electron of kinetic energ"y

'? Y#-' cm and that of proton is )o : 9'fulEl"-' i

7. (a) Prove the following relations for the angular momentum operator

lL', L,):0, L xL: r'h','.

Show that L* is Hermitian

prove that the iauli exclusion principle does not hold for bosons'

g. (n) Compute the expression for ionization potential for hydrogen, helium

(b) Using the Born approximation, calculate the phase shifts dr for seattering

symmetric field.

1. Obtain the
(10 rnarks)

(10 marks)

(10 marks)

8. (r)
(b)

(b) Use transformation equations relating spherical coordinates (,, 0, d) u'ith cartesiant-' 
"*r'.lioates 

(r, 'y, z) ioobtain the 
"x"pression 

L;: -fi'f6' (f0 marks)

(10 marks)

(10 marks)

and Lithium
(10 marks)

in a centrallY

(10 marks)
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NOTE: Attempt any FIYE questions by selecting atleast TWO from each section.

Q.1

Q.z

Q.3

Q.4

(a)

(b)

:'

Show that square

of 4. ,;,

Leta)Landlet

of any integer

m, TL be distinct

. SECTION.I '\

is either a multiple of 4

integers. Sh

or one rnore'than
- i'

. , ic

Marks

a multiple (10)

( 10)

qcd(n"" + L, a2" + 1) :

ow that,

(L,

\2,
tf a f"s even
tf a is ocld

Let m be a positive integer, o and b any integers. Prove that the linear congruence

ax=b(rnocl nt)irsolvable if and only 'tf df b, j - (a,m).ln case; prove that the

given congruence has d mutually incongruent solutions.

Show that if bL, br,br,'.. , b, form a Reduced Residue Syste m (mod n), then

t * cp(n).

,Find the last digit in the decimal representation of lgg7LssB1eee.

Define Euler's phi function. Prove that if dln then, q(d)lq(n)

Define multiplicative arithmetic functions. Let nbean integer > L. Show that o(n)is

odd if and only if n is a perfect sqLlare or twice a perfect square'

(b) (i) For any integer r. the exponent e of any prime p, such that p" in! is at most

i r:lr;p

(ii) Find E,nu(13). That is, exponent of 13 in 100!.

(10)
(a)

(b) (10)

(10)

(2+8)

(10 )

(s+s )

(a)

(b)

(a)

P.T.0.



q.5 (a) Show that if c is any odd integer, then c'n-' = l,(moct Zn), v n ) 3.

Let a be primitive root modulo rz and b,k be integers, then show that

Ind bk : k Incl b (moclrp(m)), * > 0. Hence solve the congruence 4x =

SECTION II

(b)

(a) Let p be an odd prime and a
integers that leave negative

.

th en show th at

an integer co-prime to 7t.

least residues in the set
( (p-r)a
I a,ZA,3a, ... 

,t ' '- ' 2

(10)

(10)

L9 (mod 23).

lf m denotes the number of (10)

(10)

(10)

Q.6

Q.7

Q.8

Q.g

]

State and prove the Gauss law

_ (-1)'' .

atic reciprocity.

if 0 is (I0)Prove that every algebraic number has a unique minimal polynomial. Further,
algebraic of degree rr. then any d e f [9] can be expressecl uniquely as

o =!r,p, , cr,e F.
i=o 

) ui e t' ' ' 
:

Prove that all integral bases for a field K = R(0) have the same discriminant. (10)

lf K is finite extension over F , E overK, then showthat E is finite extension over (10)

F,
For a,, p e Rl7), Show that Nap = NaN /3, where N is the norm of the algebraic (10)

number.

6)

of quadr(b)

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

(a) lf ( is a primitive 3rd root of unity, tlre show that the discriminant of the
p-l

corresponding cyclotomic polynomial follow the formula, (-1)T po-2 , p :3.
Justify your answer using Vandermonde Determinant.

Prove that the totality of numbers algebraic over a field F forms a field.(bl
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NOTE: Attempt any FIW questions by selecting atleast TWOfrom each section

Section I

Q.1(a) Differentiate the fol lowings :

(i) Hydrostatic pressuie and Stress.
(ii) Uniform and non-uniform flow.
(iii) Laminar and turbulent flow.

(10)

(b)
,

(l 0)
Q.2(a) Find the relationStrip qei.-- (10)

(b) Foratwo.dimensionalflow,thevelocitycomponentsitry
beexpressed inEuleriancoordinates byu= x *y +Ztandv =Zy *t. '
Determine the- Lagrange coordinates as functions of the initial positions rs and
ys and the time r.

(t o)
( 10)

(b) Find Bernou llils equAtiqn for steady inviscid flow'unde (t 0)
Q.4(a)' .Foru7._0ly,.v:=i,t,lix,w=0,.showthatthesurf@

streaTJines orthogonally exist and are planesthrough z-axisr althoigt tt 
"fglpciry potential does not exist. (10)

P.T.O.



(b) Find,the velocity potential,and complex velocity poientiai when the'iluid
:,tt;^;.- ^-^ ' i.ri.^ i- ^i-^Ias qhnrrf *c.entral noint- :

t0)

(10)Q,5(a)

(10)(b)

Section II
Find Navier-Stokes sible laminpq flow'

ffivelocityfield
v -- a(xz - Yz), 11 = -\ax!rw =.0'
Ir,;#|il" i, i, J'r.rr,ionio fi,e Navier-stokes equations of motion for an

incompressible'steadi vitco,- fI"* *ith 
"i 

gti gib
cylinders find
volumetric flow rate'

ffi equation of a circul?r c

s' second Problem?
rmulation and

solve it for the velocitY f,gl4
State a"O Prove Blauslus The-olem
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NOTE: Attempt any FIW questions by selecting atleast TWO from each section.

sncrtoN t

Michelson Morley Experiment in detail. What was the objective of this experi-
(10 marks)

(b) A, observcr sees a clock as showing t hour to be half an 
_hour, 

lf he sees an obiect lying at an angle of

trl4ashavipgalcngth of.2m. Whatisthcrestlcngthof theobject? (10marks)

Write a comprehensive note on Lorentz and Poincare grbups' (10 marks)

prove that if the sum of two velocity four-vectors is a velocity four-vector, the angle between them is

21 13. While if their clifference is a velocity four-vector, thc uollu between them is zr/3' (10 nlarks)

g. (a) Determine the formula for rninimurn kinetic energ'y required to produce a particle of *Ti

1. (a) Explain
rrent?

2. (a)

(b)

M.
(b) A proton of rest mass 938.2 MeVf cz s-trikes another proton and

masses 1346 MeVlc2 and 3154 MeVlc2 in addition to the original
that the incoming proton rnust havc irad?

4. (a) Derivc the equation of continuity from Ma;cwell field tensor Fol .

(b) If an object moves relative to an observer at a speed cfZ, what
velociry vector and ttre line joining the objectand the observer,

served'/

(10 marks)

produces two new Particles of rest

protons. What is the least energY
(10 marks)

(10 marks)

should be the angle betwcen the
so that no DoPler shift is ob-

(10 marks)

P.T.O.



5. (u)

(b)

6. (u)

(b)

Find the components of Maxwell field tensor and transformation of the field components. Show that

pu,, - p,sJP ) \u,,ol= 0 represent Ma.xwell's eguations in four-vector formalism' (10 marks)

Two particles of equal rest-mass have a head-on collision in the laboratory frame, where onearticle has

twice the momentum of the other. Determine the center of mass frame' (10 marks)

. SECTION II

Deive Lagrange's equation of motiou for non-holonomic systems' (10 marks)

AB is astraight frictionless wire fixed at point A on a vertical erxis OA such that AB rotates about

oAwithcorrstantarrgttlarvelocityt..,'Abeadofmassrnisconstrainedtomoveo]lthewire.Settrp
the.Lagrangian. Write Lagrange's equations. (10 marks)

T. (u) Work out the Hamilton's cquations of motion from variational principle' (10 marks)

(b) A bead of mass 14 slides freely on a frictionless circular wire of radius o that rotates in a horizontal

plane about a point on the ciicular wire *ith ;;ttt"t angular velocity t'r' Find the reaction of the

wire on the bea.' 
u' !*s urrLur.- 

(10 marks)

g. (r) state and cxplain Harnilton's principle of least action.

(b)Showt}ratthetransformationP_m/nqCotQandP_M
ttre transformation.

g. (a) Apply the Hamilton-Jacobi method to study the motion of Harmonic oscillator' (10 marks)

(b) Aparticleof,massntmovesin,aforcefieldwhosdpoteutialinsphericalcoordinatesisl4/:'-(Kcosl)lr2'
.'WritetlrcHarrrilton-Jacobiequationdescribingitsmotion.(10marks)

(10 marks)

is canonical. Also, find the generator of
(10 marks)
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Subject: Mathematics

NOTE: Attempt any FIW questions by selecting atleast TWOfrom each section.

Section - I
Qr Wild West produces two types of cowboy hats. A Type t hat requires twice as

much labor time as a Type 2.lf all the available labor time is dedicated to Type
2 alone, the company can produce a total of 400 Type 2 hats a day. The
respective market limits for Type I andType.'Z are 150 and 200 hats per day,
respectively. The profit is $8 per Type t hat and $5 per Type Z.hat. Determine
the number of hats of each type that maximizes profit. Construct LP model and

solve it by using graphical method.

20

Q2
,

a) Write a note on simplex method.
b) Solve the following by simplex method

Max:z = Bxr*6x2 *3x3 -Zxa
subject to 

rr * z*, + zx, + 4x'o < 40

2*r-xz*xl +Zxo <8

4*, -2*, * x: - xq < 10

XlrX2rX3rXt > 0

8

l2

Q3 A company nranufaetures two products, A and B. The unit revenues are $2 and
$3, reSpectivety. Two raw materials, Ml and M2, used in the manufacture of
the two products have daily availabilities of 8 and 18 units, respectively. One
unit of A uses 2 units of Ml and 2 units of M2, and I unit of B uses 3 units of
M1 and 6 units of M2.

a) Determine tlre dual prices of Ml and M2 and their feasibility ranges.
b) Suppose that 2 additional units of Ml can be acquired at the cost of 25

cents per unit. Would you recommend the additional purchase?

20

Q4 a) Write a note on M-technique.
b) consider the problem 

: z = xt * sx2 * 3x3
Subject to ..

x1*2x2*4-6
Zxr- x2 * 0x3 = $

The variable x3 plays the role of a slack. ,n,iJ rli'#ii"iour u"ri"ule, R, is
needed in the first constraint. In the second constraint, an artificial variable, R,
is needed. Solve the problem using x3 and R as the starting variables.

8

l2

Qs a) Write a note on assignment model.
b) Find the starting basic solution of ths following transportation problern

by Vogel approximation and find the optimal solution by W
multipliers method.

6

9

5

s s 10

0 2 I
2 I 5

2 4 3

8

t2
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1 . (,1) \\Icrrk or.r L l;[re

(t,) Wha,t is {;l:u:

2 30 N /C:.

5. (u.) A poiut cha,r'gc Q is
is 101/. Find Q?

(b) Discuss the Gauss's

potentia,[ energy

ura,grlihrrclc of thc:

SECTION I
for a, conl,inuor-rs charge ctistribution. (10 marks)

l:oint, c:harge cho,sen so tha,b the electric fielcl 75 cnt **.r(tr 
J:ffi

?, (u')

(1, )

\Vorh out tl're relationship between caparcituoce and resistance. (10 marks)

A gxrinl; chargie Q is locatecl at the origiu. The poteutial at (1,0,0) is 20 V aucl at (0,2,0) is 10 V.
Fincl thc verlut: of cha.rgc. (10 marlts)

3. (a,) Discrrss ttre conservrr,tiou of cha,r'ge rr.nd then formuiate the equation of continr.rity. (10 marks)

(b) !\rork out the ver:l;or po{:ential A in cylinclricai coorclinates and use ii to evaluate the magnetic induition
fbr a, Iortg straigir[ u'ire. (10 ruar]<s)

(10 rnar}s)Calculate thc sclf-iudu(:ta.rr(ic o[ a, .toroicl.

Thn iuchrcta,nr:e c,f a closely wouncl lrl'turns coil is sr.rch that an rrurf r.rf 3 mV is indrrcecl when the cttrrelLt,
clranges a[ the rate of 5 Af sec. The steacly current of 8 .4 produces e hlagnetic flux of 40 1t. tub through
thc tunr. Caleula.tcr the irrdr-rctance of the r:oil. How urany turns does the coil have? (10 urarks)

4. (,r)

(t,)

loca,tccl at the origin;

Larv in Dielectrics?

the pobential at (l;0, 0) is 20I/ while the potential at (0,2,0)
(10 marks)

(10 marks)
--........

P.T.().



<:

6. (a) Foimtrlate the N'Iaxwell's equations inside matter in general form. (10 rnarks)

(b) Prov'e tha[ the electric and magnetic energy densities for a plane electromagnetic wave in free space axe

(10 marks)ecluirl.

(a) Vcrify that the flr.rx of Poyrrtiug vectou through arry closed surf'ace gives the energy flow through the

(b) Discrrss the ltropzrga.tion of plane electromagnetic waves in conducbing media. (10 marks)

(tr,) Forrnrrlate the Fresnel's eqrrtutions wheu the incident wave is pola.rized with its .E vector parallel to the

1>lane of incident. (10 marks)

(b) Defitre a rvavegtidtl. Show that ttrc transverse electronragnetic waves canrlot be transrnitted irrside a

txrlkrw conchrcting rvnvcguide b1rt can be transrnittecl in a. co-axial line. (10 marks)

7.

B.

9. (,t) Calcrrlate hhe rrlflectir.rrr and rc:triic;tir>n ?rt the interfir,ce betrveen

for the ca,se rffhen tire inr;iclerrt l\ra,ve is polarized with its E
cletr c:e.

(ir) Pl'ovr: thii,t r'r, pla.uc cicc:t,r'ortragt)c)t[(i wavc irr frcc'spa,ce has ouly
ILt?l,gllcrtir: [ic:lci',1(](;f,o l'S.

two non-condlrctors if krrrL : lirn2 : t
vector parallel to the plane of inci-

(10 rnarks)

tra.r,rsverse (:olllpolleuts of electt'ic anci
( 10 nrarks)
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SECTION I

Ql. (a) Show that the coefficients A and B of least-squares line y:Ax*B canbe computed as

N

c -l{*r-i),
k=l

r-IA=+I (xr-x)(yo-y) (lo). n/-)\u t=l

g=y_Ax

Where i and y are datameans.

(b) Show that if the transformation / defined as r(;r) = Ax , for all x e R2 is an isometry then A is

orthogonal. ( t0)

AB
Q2. (a) Find the power fits y = il and y = + for the following data and use E, (f)to

determine which curve fits best. (10)

xk 0.5 0.8 l.l 1.8 4.0

!r 7.7 4.4 3.2 1.9 0.9

(b) Establish the Pade approxirnation

ln(l + -r) * Rt.z1*1 =3ox 
+21x2 + x-3

30 +36x +9x2 (10)

Q3. (a) Determine the image of the ellipsell * fr =l , under the trarrsformation of reflection

(l 0)through the angle 1.

(b) Eind the Chebyshev polynomiat Pi (x) 
that approximates the function f (*) =" ou., [- l , l ].

(10)

P.T.O.



Q4. (a)

(b)The

written

Q6.

(b)

Q7.

(3, 1

Prove that the Euclidean congruence is an equivalence relation' (10)

chebyshev approximation polynomial P, (x) of degree ( N for /(x) over [-1' 1] can

as a sum of tl (r)l'
,T

Show that the coefficient {, i} are obtained as
f(x)*Px(r)=IriT,(x).

'i=0

,, =#E fG) and c,=i;F^r@oYiGr)for.i =1'2'3'"''N (10)

SECTION II

Q5. (a) Construct the cubic B-spline S (t) for t e [i, i+ 1] ' (10)

(b)ConsiderthefollowingcubicHermiteinterpolatoryfunction

s(r; = 0 * q' Q + 20) f, + (l - 01' e h, d,+a2 Q - 2q f ,u - 0' 0 - q h'*', d',*"

Apply second derivative continuity at knots and derive tridiagonat system of (n-t) equations in (n t-/)

unknorvns d,.r. (10)

(a) Define uniform B-Splirre. show that ruictl is a spline of clegreel,

Slrorv t6at the Bernstein Bezier quadratic rational lbrrn represents

(a) Iri6d the natLrral cr.rbic spline S(x) that passes tltror-rglr (0, 0'0),

.5) with the bounclary conditions ,S" (0) -= 0, ^S'(3) 0'

(10)

: (I0)

the collic section. ( l,0)

( I , 0.5), {2,2-0) ancl '

I

(b)Derermine Bernstein Bezier clrbic form P(0) for 0 - i

Bernstein Beziercubic form for the interval *,?l
Q8. (a) Calculate new control points for ) *' t 

3 ' 3 '

using subdivision algorithm. , - -^--.^,, L,,rr nrnr 
(10)

(b) prove that Bernstein Bezier rational cubic form preserves the convex hull property' (10)

Qg. (a) Find out new control points of Bernstein Bezier quartic form from Bernstein Bezier

*Ui" io.r. Show it geometrically as well (10)

(b) Determine a function P'[0'2] + R suchthat P(0) =2, P(l)=3, P(2)=2'andP is linear

or"r [0,1[and quadratic orer [t,z]

( 10)
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SECTION I

el. (a) prove that an affine transformations map ellipses to ellipses, parabolas to parabolas, and

hyperbolas to hyperbolas. .(10)
(b) Find the leasrsquares parabola for the fourpoints (-3,3), (0, 1), (2, 1) and (4,3). (10)

OZ. i"i For the given set of data, hnd the least-squares curve for f (x) = C eA' (10)

xk !r
I 0.6

2 1.9

3 4.3

4 7,6

5 t2.6

(b) Establish the Pade approxirnation

15 I 20 -6900x2 +3l3xa
cos(x) * Ro,o(r) =

15120+660x2+13x4
(10)

Q3. (a) Determine the image of circle *' + y' = 16, under the transformation of stretching along

x-axis by factor 2
(10)

(b) Fincl the Chebyshev polynomial P:(x) that approximates the function f @) = 
" ou", [-1, 1]'
(l 0)

e4. (a) Show that an affine transformation preserves ratios of lengths along parallel siraight

lines. !"1
(b)The Chebyshev approximation polynom ial P*(x) of degree < N 1br /(x) over [- 1, 1] can be

written as a sum or{q,trl}:

N

.f (*) = PN(r) = I, iT i(r).
j=O

1N
cn - --Zttx) and c iv N+1*=o

Show that the coefficient {c j} are obtained as

- -'2 I f, x r)Ti(xo) for i - 1,2,3,"', 'A/
N+ Lf,

( 10)

P.T.O.



SECTION II

Q5. (a) State and Prove de Casteljau Algorithm for Bernstein Bazier curve of degree n. (10)

(b) consider the following cubic Hermite interpolatory function

s(r; = 0 - q, (t + 20) f, + (t _ 0)2 e ht d,+02 13 
_ 20) .f,u _ e, Q _ e) hi*t d ,*t,

t, { t 1 I i*,, i = 0,1,213,...,n _l
(r 0)Apply secgld derivative continuity at knots and derive tridiagonal system of (n-l)equations in (n+l)

unKnowns drs.

Q6. (a) Show that a;' (q: (1- qBll@)+o Bl-,t(0), i = 0,1,2,3,...,.i 
(10)

(b);Show that lhe Bernstein Razier quadratib rational form represents the conic section. (i0)

Q7: (a) Find the clamped cubic splin e s(x) that passes through (0, 0.0), (1, 0.5), (z, z.o)and (3,
1.5) with the endpoint conditions S'(0) = 0.2, S'(3) = -1. (10)

bl

r

(b) D"tr.*ine tlre error bound of cubic Hermite interpolating function S(t) defined on
a=to1',< "<1,=6 suchthat s(t,)=f(t,),s(')(t,)=f(')(t,),i=0,r,2,...,nand,f e cafa,

es. (a) calculate the controlpoints corresponding to the sub-interval I0,+l *o 
[],r]r"

Bernstein Bazier cubic form using subdivisio^ algorithm.

(10)

(b) Prove that Bernstein Bazier rational cubic form preserves the convex hull property.

( l0)

(r0)

Q9. (a) Find out new control points of Bernstein Bazier quartic fornr fr.onr
cubic form. Show it geornetrically as well.

Bernstein B azier
(10)

(b) Dete[rnine a function P : [0,2] -+ st such that P is cubic ove. [o,][and quadratic over [l,z]
Moreover P, P/, PH ur"continuousand p(0) = 5, p(l) = 6, p(2) = 5, p/(D =1.

2
(10)
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NOTE: Attempt any FIW questions in all selecting at least TWO questionsfrom each seclion.

Q1 (a) Let X = (X,ll'll) be a normed space. Prove that there exists a Banach space.S and

an isometry .4 from X onto a subspaceW ol.[ which is dense in ,f. Furtheimore, .t is

unique up to an isometry.

(b) Consider the set of all integers V.andthe set of all rational numbersQinRwith
usual metric. Determine which set is everywhere dense and which set is nowhere

dense. Also describe the category of each of these sets in IR. Properly justify your

answers' 
(10+10)

(a) Let M be an orthonormal set in a Hilbert space H. Show that M is total in H if and

onlyifforallx€HtheParsevalidentityho]ds.

(b) Prove that an orthonormal set M in a separable Hilbert space H is at most

countable.

Q2

(a) Let B be a nonempty subset of a Hilbert space H. Prove that span B =
only if trr = {0}.

(10+10)

H if and

U}{IVERSITY OF THE PUNJAB
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(a) Let xbe a comprex vectoffi^o
Furthermore, let f be a linear functional which
that
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p be a sublinear functional on X.

is defined on a subspace Z of X such

Q3

Q4

Q5

(b) Prove that in every Hilbert space H + [0] there exists a total orthonormal set.
(t o+10)

(a) Show that a subspace Y of a Hilbert space H is closed in H is and only if Y = YLL.

(b) Let M and N be two orthogonal subspaces of a Hilbert space H. Then show that

span(MuN) -M +N -{m*n I me M,ne It(}
(10+10)

lf @)l s P(z)

,n"n prove that f has a linear extension f from Z toX satisfying

lf r*>l s p@)

for all z e Z.

for all x e X.

P.T.O.



(b) State and prove "Open Mapping Theorem".

QG (a) Let X be a normed space and let xo + 0 be any element of X.

exists a bounded linear functional i qn x such that

andlllll - r f(xo) = llxo ll

(10+10)

Then prove that there

(10+10)

(b) Let X be a locally convex topological linear space and Xo be a closed subspace of

X. Suppos e xa e X - Xo.Then show that there exists a continuous linear functional f

(10+10)

Q7 (a) Show that the dual space of Ip is I4; here, 1<p < +oo and q is the conjugate of p,

that is, 't1
-*-:1.

(b) Show that every Hilbert space? i. [n"*ir".

Q8 (a) Show that the normed space X of all polynomials with norm defined by

llPll = mrin la;l

is not complete, where P is a polynomial in X and a6,d1i.,. be the coefficients of P.

w
(b) Let (xrr) be a weakly convergent sequence in a normed space X, say, xn--'-+ x
Then prove that the weak limit x of (x,,) is unique and the sequence (llx"ll) is

bounded' 
(19+10)

Qg (a) lf the dual space X' of a normed space X is sepprable, then show that X itself is
separable.

(b) Let Y be subspace of X = C[0,1] which consists of all functions / e X which have a

continuous derivative. Then show that the differential operator

T:Y 

-; 
X

defined as f U) : f', is closed.
(10+10)
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NOTE: Attempt any FIW questions by selecting atleast TWOfrom each sectian.

SECTION I

UNIYERSITY OF THE PUNJAB
M.A./fVI.Sc. Part - II Annual Exam -2019

1. (a) 'Ihe displacemeut field in a material is given by u* : A(3s - d, rtl - /s7r2
constant. Evaiuate the strains. What is the rotation o,,? Sketch the defornration
motions of a differential clernont at [lre point (1, ].).

(b) lthe displacemenL field in a, mat,erial is given by 'u,, = A(3n -'!J), .uu - A*!)'
' constant. Sketch the defornra.tion and rigid body n:otiorrs at the point (0,2) bv

st,rain superimposed <.rn t;hc rotnti<-ur.

2. (,.) Shor,r, tlrat, irr a state of plane strairr (€r" - 0) rvith zelo bocly force,

0e ndr" 02'u*

wltere e is l,tre \/olurnetric strain (dilatatiou), the surrr
€ z=,

(lr) Exp)air:r l,Iuee-clir lrerisiotral sl,r ess-sbrairr relatiorrs.

t oaoo o ra aooa o Itoo o" oo

t -- !--- oo RoII No. r............." ' a
tor oa oo o t oatlo a ooaol,

whcrc A is a small
and any rigid body

(t0 mark,s)

where A is a sllra.il

rlsing a pure sLrear

(10 marks)

e _ €rn * €.y,r1 +
(10 ruarks)

(10 urarks)

02,u,,
l-' o,y,

of the rrorrnal stlairrs:

3. (a) Considcr uow a trvo diure':usionai infinitcsinr.al eleu:rcrit of wiclth and hcight Ar and A37 and unit depth.
Lcloking nh the n<lrma,l strr:ss contponents ncting in the x-direction, nnd nll<-rwing for variati<tns in streis
over the element strrfa,ctts, ihe stresses are as shown in Fig. 1. Derive the crrrresponding eqrration of
motion. (10 marks)

(b) The elemcnta,ry beam theory predicts thai the stresses in a circrrlar beam due to bending are

' o,,:MU/1, oay:oyt:V(Rz-,y')llt, (I=TR4 11)

and all the othcr stress components are zero. Do thcse equations satisfy the equations of equilib-
riuur? (10 ma.rhs)

4. (a) Sho'w that the contour lines for tire warped cross section are hyperbolas having the principai axes of
(10 rnarks)the ellipse as asyrnptotes.

(b) State and prove generaiized Hool<'s law. (10 marks)

SECTION II

5, (") Exirlain seisrrric wa.ve types auci their' properties, ( 10 urar ks)

o.o.(.r+&t..1,+A-),)

<*_.

-
oo.(.:r:,.1') 1- *-* 

o.,,, (-* -t- at, .tr)

Figrrre 1:

P.T,O.



(b) Wc.rrk out the spherically symrnetric waves irt the infinitc nteditttn. ALso,

ilgoilg wavos rt:lir.t,ccl rvibh thc prol>Iern of explosion and inrpiosion.

6. -(o) Show that if C'r,:,,o,,., = X$t,jl,6p,y *'1t16i,p,.6i,1, * 1t26yvii,x',.then uncler coorriinate rotation, C;i61 :- ) ' 
\161;i61"1+ prariiiii t,rtoriiul l, ltr-rui' ;;;.; car,i ,emairrs the same trnrler coordinate rotation, i'e', it

is an isotropic teirsor'. (10 nrarks)

(b) Consicler an infinite string \,vith an ela^stic spring located at.r - 0 arict let

tSis cliscontinuity. Deterrnine the reflected and transrnitted wave systetrt'

T . (a) Discuss thc clispersion.relation oi elastic waves in a cubic crvstal which are propagated (a) iu the crystal

planc, that of a cube face, (b) in the crystal dircction, thai of a cubc diagonal (10 rnarks)

(b) Show tfizrt the rtr.l;io of the rnechanical irnpedances dcterurines tlte rta'tttrc of rcflcct'ion and transmission
(10 marks)

at thc interfacc.

discuss the outgoing a,Ild

(10 marks)

a stel-r Plrlse be incident on
(10 rnarks)

diameter. The imPact

of the hole is i €tlrd

represerrtatiou of the
(10 rnarlts)

clirnensional center of coflIpl'es-
(10 rnarks)

g. (a) A cylintirical rod of Iength i collides with a semi-infinite rod of the saine orttsicle

rocl lras a longituclitral cylirrdrical hoie drilled iil the irupact eucl' The depth
. tlie diarneter is orre half the r.od diarneter. Coustruct the char:acteristic plarre

wavefrollt pl'opagatiolr of ttris irnpact problern'

(b) Deber.grlrre the clisplaceurellt corrstants u1 arlcl 1),2 clue to two

sion

g, (a) Write a cornprchcrrsivo n<.rte ou t;hc gt:ophvsicai applicatioDs of thc eiasLo-dvna'mics'

(b) Consider the reflection-tra,nsrnission explessions

(10 marks)

02ut L 02u1 02u2 
- 

'l 02u'z

W:4-M' a6 = 4-r* '

wlrere c1 ancl c2 are ttre bar velocities of the respective lnaterials in the fbrrrr or: Ktdi'ot'= K'o|'

where "K1 a*d I(. appropriately defined transmission and reflection co-efficients' Plot Kl and-'IC as a

i,*r";ll,fr r.' 
"Ii.,"', 

.*i;;;'+?;i,-ilti (10 marks)
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Section-A

UNIVERSITY OF THE PUNJAB
M.A.44,.$g*.. Part - II A,.n+ual Exam,- 2019

a) State Khun Tucker conditious.
b) For function f(x)

Nlinirnize f(x) : x, *Xr, w.r.t Xrr xz

Subject to c(x) : x,' * xrt-2:0,
Find lagrangian and optirnality condition, also establish minimum.

a) State and prove weak duality theoreln
b) Use dual simplex nrethod to solve following LP problem

oo a oo aa ta roo t o a ao oo t oo
oa
oo
o Roll No, .. .. r.. . o o ... ..' ttl aa t oa a oto oo o aroa o ooo

u0l

t10l

Q2) a) For any tunction (x),
minimize f(x) w.r.r x€R', such that

c;(x) =0, j= 112,3.,.....m.
cu(x)20, k= 1,2 ....i.

Find Lagrangian of given problem also state Khun Tucker conditions and sufficient

condition. UOl

b) What are necessary and sufficient conditions for finding the minimum of a function
lt0If(x).

Q1)

Q3)

j

Q4) a) State Kuhn Tucker theorenr.

b) Ivlinimize I= x"+2xr2+3xt
fucker condition.

max FZXrX2 S.t

xr*xz - Xr.S
x1-2xr*4x, ) 8

Xrr Xz, Xl 2:

subject to E,: x;x2-2hsl2,

u0l
l10l

lr0l

gz:Xr*xz-3xrS8 using Kuhn
IlOI

Q5) For given primal problem find dual problem,
Primal max z= c1x1* 5r1, * crx.* c.xo

s.t 211x1* a,r1r4 a,rxr* a,.x"6fo,

821X1* 812X1* i,xr* azrxnSbz

fl11X1* arrxr* a.rxr* aroxoSb,

orrxr* Suxr* aorxr* an.x6!b., Xr. xz,xl 2 0

BOI

P.T.O.



Section-B

Q6)

Q7)

Q8)

Qe)

a) Briefly explain what guler equations are.

of processing that maximizes the sum of the discounted rewards.

a) What is Bellman's equation, define briefly.

b) An investor receives annual incorne tiom a building society of x, pounds in

cousumes u, and adds x,-u, to his capital, 05u,(x,. The capital is invested

rate 0xl0}o/o, and so his income in year t*1 increases to

x,*1 : l(x,ru,) : x,+O(x,-uJ.

He desires to maxirnize his total consumption over h years, C = f,l=t'r'

u0l

b) Find extremal of tuncrional ,l = {!t{2"(t) + z+x{t}'t1dt usi[g Eulerequations.

u0t

a) A coliection of n jobs is to be processed in arbitrary order by a single rnachirre. Job I
has processing tirne pi and when it completes a reward ri is obtained. Find the order

t10l

b) What is the discounted, cost criterion of dynamic programming for an infinite
horizon problem. UOl

a) Define Principle of optimaliry and the optimality eqrrations in different cases' [10]

b) Consi<ier the' stage coach problem' in which a traveler wishes to minintize the length

of a journey ti-om town I tt to*n 10 by first traveling to one of 2, 3 or 4 and then on

waris to one of 5, 6 or 7 then onwards to one of 8 or 9 and the finally to 10. Thus

there are 4'stages'. The arcs are marked with distances between towns: Find the

minimal distance. UOl

u0l

year t. He
at interest

[101


